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What is Wordpress? 3
Your website is based on Wordpress, but what is Wordpress?
Wordpress is an open source blogging tool and content management system which runs on a
hosting service. First released in 2003, Wordpress is the most popular blogging platform in use
on the World Wide Web, hosting some 60 million web sites.

Pros: 3
●

With millions of users and thousands of developers, there are plenty of users, experts,
designers, books, support forums and other providers available to you. You are not
locked in to any single service supplier
● The code is well written, well documented and simple to operate through any modern
Internet Web Browser
● The Wordpress platform is resilient enough to manage huge amounts of users coming to
your web site, and to repurpose the content to fit whichever size screen you are using to
read it’s content
In the name of balance…

Cons: 3
Due to its popularity, Wordpress:
● Has inherited increased complexity down the years due to the wide range of applications
the code is put to
● attracts a fair number of malicious users who attempt to penetrate installations
● Updates regularly, so a site administrator (that’s us!) have to be careful to ensure all
themes, widgets, plugins and changes don’t break anything as the versions are released

Themes

3

There are thousands of layout designs (termed ‘themes’) that could potentially be used for your
Lodge web site, although we have initially templated “Lodge Design” layouts on three examples:
LD1 is a slightly modified version of the Wordpress “TwentyTwelve” theme.
LD2 is based on the Cyberchimps “iRibbon Pro 2” theme.
LD3 is a slightly modified version of the Cyberchimps “Responsive Pro” theme.

3

Each of these were designed to behave in what’s termed a “Responsive” way, that automatically
adjusts their layout to fit neatly on any size screen, from that of a small mobile phone handset,
right up to the largest available television screen. We do already have some other themes
installed on our servers, and may be able to accept other themes if you wish to employ another
layout you like elsewhere (subject to us being able to procure them commercially for you). The
other themes we have already in situ and paid for are:
Cyberchimps iFeature Pro
Cyberchimps Business Pro
Cyberchimps Pro
Cyberchimps Eclipse Pro
Cyberchimps Neuro Pro 3
Wordpress Twenty Thirteen
If you’d prefer to use an alternative design, please email us at lodges@softwareenabled.com
and we will do our utmost best to assist.

One thing to watch for! 4
When enacting any modification, and you try to move to a different page before confirming
changes, you will often see a dialogue box appear that looks something like this:

Don’t panic! Click to “Stay on this page”, press the “Update” or “Save” button on the right hand
side of the Admin Panel, and once finished (the circular rotating doughnut icon stops spinning
next to that button), you’re in good shape  and can navigate way. The worst that will happen if
you elect to jump elsewhere before saving your latest edit is that you’ll lose that one change 
and will need to reapply it if needed.
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Your Lodge Website 5
Structure
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The page structure of your web site, as first delivered to you, has the following pages populated:
●

Home Page: the page visitors to your Lodge website typically see first

●

News: this contains a latestfirst, oldestlast, list of news items that you insert

●

Join Us: covers the logistics of applying to become a Freemason

●

Frequently Asked Questions: so you don’t have to repeat the same answers often!

●

Officers (you can choose to enter the names/titles, or delete the page at your option;
some lodges like to list the Officers, others prefer not to publicise this)

●

Events Calendar: A monthly calendar view where you enter planned events

●

Picture Gallery: a collection of captioned photographs you can provide & add to

●

History: Giving viewers an overview of the Lodge since its formation

●

Links: A list of other websites that members or visitors may like to view

●

Privacy: Explains how we don’t store visitor names, nor track them, on the website

●

Contact Us: Contact details for the Lodge and any public facing phone numbers

Social Media Sites 5
At the top right of each page, we normally insert logos for the common Social Media sites. Most
themes contain space for a Facebook, Twitter and Email link where desired; some of the more
complex themes (like LD2) have provision for:
●

Facebook

●

Twitter

●

Google+

●

Linkedin

●

YouTube

●

Flickr

●

Pinterest

●

Google Maps

●

Email
5

●

RSS (Real Simple Syndication) Feed

These are normally left as logos if an address is provided (omitted from display if not). Even if
your Lodge has no other online presence, you can, if you wish, add the addresses of District,
Provincial or National sites that use one of these.

Sidebar

6

There is also an area to the right of each page which can carry, at your option:
●

Your Lodge Logo

●

A Milestone Widget, that displays the next event title, date and counts down days to it

●

A Twitter Widget that rotates through the last 5 Twitter messages sent from the lodge, if
indeed you maintain a Twitter account for your Lodge

These can be used or removed at your option.

Page Nuances

6

While most of the pages are static and editable in situ, there are a few nuances:

Home (on Lodge Design 3 only):
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Lodge Design 3 has a very “in the face” recruiting page as it’s home page, depicting a few salient
encouragements for prospective members to enquire about joining. If you edit the Homepage in
that design, you’ll find none of the content is on the “Home” page. Instead, the main body of text
and the words on the “Talk to us” button are found under “Appearance: Theme Options: Home
Page” (click the down arrow to the right of “Home Page” to see the words). The three boxes at
the bottom of that page, including their titles and content, are found elsewhere in “Appearance:
Widgets” Widget areas on the right of the Admin page, denoted as “Home Widget 1”, “Home
Widget 2” and “Home Widget 3”. Click successive down arrows to expose the content, edit then
save each.
This Home Page override can be switched off if requested (there is a tick box to do this
alongside the Appearance: Theme Options list), in which case the editable Homepage content
will be displayed instead.
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News: 7
The static News pages always appears as a blank page in the admin screens. However,
Wordpress uses the concept of a “blog roll”, where the administrator can add a new article  title
and word/picture content  which gets displayed as a “post” that runs in reverse chronological
order (latest article first, oldest last). To enter a news article to the roll, the administrator uses the
“Post: New Post” option on the admin menu. As soon as it is saved, the article will appear at the
top of your news page.

Calendar:
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Calendar accesses a special events widget and the editable page is ignored. This widget allows
you to enter details of upcoming meetings, which are then displayed on a month by month
calendar layout on the “Calendar” page.

Copyright Notice: 7
Lodge Designs 1 and 3 use the Lodge name stored in the site title (Appearance: Customize: Site
Title and Tagline) to deduce the Lodge name, and sets the year to as the year of the last update
to the relevant page.
Lodge Design 2 needs the Copyright notice to be inserted manually in Appearance: Theme
Options, then select “Footer”. Enter the appropriate text in the “Footer Copyright Text” box and
click “Save Options”.
If anything confuses you or isn’t clear, please just call and we’ll endeavour to assist.
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Your Lodge on the Internet
Web Address

8

8

This is initially released to you with a web address that looks like:
www.softwareenabled.com/wessex50734
However, once you’re happy with the content, have customised it to your requirements and have
paid for the site, we will buy  or at your option can use your existing  domain name. In the above
case, it would be www.wessexlodge.org or similar. At the time we enact that change, all
references to the old www.softwareenabled.com/wessex50734 web site will automatically be
replaced with the new name throughout the site, and viewable as such on the Internet at large. At
that point, search engines will know about your site for the first time and index it, allowing anyone
worldwide to simply locate your lodge based on it’s name, location or any text present in the web
site pages.

Logging In 8
After releasing a site to you, you’ll be furnished with an interim Lodge website address on the
World Wide Web (typically www.softwareenabled.com/lodgenamenumber), an administrator
username and associated password. To go into the administration dashboard for your website,
you enter that web address into a browser such as Chrome, Firefox and Safari, appending
‘/wpadmin’ to the end. The resulting prompt will look something like this:

If you enter the username and passwords we supplied correctly, you will then be taken to your
website’s Wordpress Administration Dashboard:
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At first glance, you now have an aircraft cockpits worth of dials in front of you. However, please
don’t be overawed by it all; only a few of the options are used to maintain your web site content
day to day.

Areas of the Dashboard 9
The leftmost grey bar running down the left of the screen is the most important piece; just click
on any of the words listed to initiate an action. The available actions (as listed above) are as
follows:
Home:
My Sites:
JetPack:

Posts:
Events:
Media:

Takes you back to this main admin page
(Ignore)  this allows Software Enabled Services to access any Lodge Website
should you request this, to change or edit anything on your instruction
This is a Wordpress provided bag of goodies, primarily used to provide the
picture gallery in a Mosaic form on our web site designs to date.
This is where you add new “News” articles, or edit existing ones if needed
Manages the Calendar dates, where you enter your upcoming Lodge events
Typically the way you add photographs to your picture collection, for later
inclusion in your picture Gallery
9

Pages:
Comments:
Feedback:

Outside of the News and Calendar Pages, this is where you edit every other
static page on your web site.
(ignore)  used if you allowed the world at large to add comments to your
website. We disabled that capability in line with UGLE guidelines.
(ignore)  likewise, another facility to collect feedback from the world at large

Appearance: A whole myriad of options to alter the look and layout of your web site
Plugins:
A few extras we add to enhance your web site, such as the rotating Twitter feed
Users:
(ignore)  usually allows the site administrator to add more user logins. You can
do this if you wish, but is actively discouraged in order to simplify site security
Tools:
(ignore)  tools that allow us to maintain your website, or delete it!
Settings:
A myriad of options that allow us to tell Wordpress how many news posts to
fit on each news page, the size of thumbnail images in the photo gallery, how
many tweets the Rotating Twitter widget displays, how the Officers table is laid
out, and so forth.
Once your site is live, you are likely to spend almost all of your time in the Posts, Events, Media
and Pages areas (bolded above), and rarely wander elsewhere here.

A quick word on Categories
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Wordpress allows authors to categorise articles, so readers can enact searches that cover only
a small number of different subject areas. In the sites we’ve provided to date, the volume of
news items added is such that most people leave the category (to which each article is
assigned) undefined. Hence listing one (unused) category name is superfluous to most lodges
needs. Hence our designs do not routinely list the subject category next to each news post.
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Maintaining Your Lodge Web Site

11

Writing New Posts (or accessing/editing any existing one!)

11

The first thing to do is to “mouse over” the left hand column where it says “Posts”, and a small
sub menu will appear (options of “All Posts”, “Add New”, “Categories” and “Tags”):

If you click on “All Posts”, you’ll see a list of all the news items added to the web site so far.
Mouse over any title, and you’ll be presented with options to edit, quick edit, trash or view the
individual news items. Select one and click “Edit”:
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Editing a Post

13

You’ll then be presented with the usual editing screen. Note that there are tabs to the top right
hand side of the page, titled “Visual” and “Text” (the latter is already selected here). Most people
use the “Visual” layout, which gives you a “What you see is what you get” view of your words,
just as you would in most modern word processors.

Text Mode
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“Text” mode gives you your text, but instead of showing your pictures in situ and your text in it’s
final bolded, underlined or italicized glory (where used!), will instead show you the underlying
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) that is sent to the users browser. Hence text mode is
normally only used if you learn a bit of HTML and want to edit some of the plumbing directly. An
example of the latter is in the “Welcome” news item, which includes a letter from the current
lodge master which is presented with a light blue background colour to stand out from the
surrounding white background. Feel free to look at the Welcome back and to copy and paste
appropriately!
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Visual Mode 14
If you click on the “Visual” tab, you’ll see a screen “ribbon” layout that is much closer to what
you’d expect to see on a modern word processor. Buttons to:
B
I
ABC
Lists
“
Align
Links
More

 Bold any selected text
 Italic
 (with a line through the letters): Strikethrough
 Respectively a bulleted list, then a numbered list of multiline text
 To highlight a quote that you wish to stand out from surrounding text
 Options to align the selected text or picture left justified, right justified or centred
 Two options to insert a link to another web site, or to break a link already made
 Inserting a marker where Wordpress will insert a “Read More” link, and only
carry on if the user requests to see more text in the article
Spell  To check your spelling
Screen To make the editing window occupy your whole screen. Hit ESCape to revert back.
Break  To insert forced page breaks in your text
On the next row of buttons, you will notice two different ways of posting text from the clipboard,
having copied or cut text from outside Wordpress. [T] is from any text source. [W] is a special
case for paste text cut or copied from Microsoft Word; the latter retains any formatting and
spacing used in the Word document from which it came.
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Once the content is changed to your liking, click on the blue “Update” button. A little spiralling
doughnut will appear next to the button while your work gets saved. Once done, you will be able
to click on “View Post” or to visit your main website to see the changes made correctly applied.
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Adding Pictures to your Posts 16
You may wish to add pictures in your posts. To do this, position the cursor at the position in the
text where you want the picture to appear, and click on “Add Media”. You can upload new
pictures by selecting “Upload Files”, or just click on any picture already sitting in your media
library (from pictures you’ve loaded up beforehand):

We next click on the picture we want to include, and click on “Insert into Post”:
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The editor area looks now like that on the following page. You can select the image, justify it left,
right or centred, or indeed continue to add more text and other pictures in your news item. Once
done, just press “Publish” and the news article will appear on the News area of your website:
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Note that if you look at the “Text” tab version of what you’ve done, you’ll see some of the
underlying HTML plumbing that Wordpress has generated on your behalf (saving time and
consistently getting the syntax of the commands right first time). This is the language your
browser understands and displays behind the scenes:
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However, just click back on the “Visual” tab, and click on “Publish”:
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Once done, Update then “View post” (as you'll see in the main yellow strip above) to see the end
result as it appears on your Lodge site.
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Changing the static pages on your Lodge Site

21

The procedure for editing static pages is almost identical to that of modifying news posts; you
select “Pages” instead of “Posts”, and can see a list of all pages on the website by clicking on
“All Pages”. To alter any specific page, mouse over the page title and click on the “Edit” option
that appears.
The procedures to edit text, insert pictures and save the pages are identical to that of editing an
existing post, so for brevity, we won’t reproduce all the same instructions again!

Deleting Pages

21

In our experience, some lodges prefer not to put the name of all the Lodge Officers on their web
site. If you are happy to show these, you can just add the names and their titles against the
entries in the “Officers” page. The comma in the next between two table commands tells
Wordpress where to finish writing in the first column, and to instead write in the second column
of the table, line by line.
If you elect to remove the Officers Page, you should mouseover “Pages” then “All Pages”:
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I have then put the mouse over the “Officers” page, exposing options to Edit, Quick Edit, Trash
or View the page. Click on “Trash” and it will disappear. Note that if you did this in error, there is a
separate “Trash” page that appears next to “All” and “Published” at the top of the page, and once
in there, there is an option to restore it to its former glory  or indeed to tell the dustman to empty
the trash once and for all! That has made the page disappear, but we now have an orphaned
“Officers” item on the Lodge website menu.
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Deleting (now orphaned) Menu Items
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To remove this orphaned menu item, you need to mouseover “Appearance”, then “Menus”:

You will see a list of the menu items in the order in which they appear on your web site:
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Click on the Page down arrow next to “Officers” and another short menu will appear:
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Click on “Remove” (as highlighted in red above) and then click on the “Save Menu” button. Once
processed, the Officers page and it’s corresponding Menu item will now be absent from your
Lodge site.
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Adding Images to your Media Library

26

Wordpress has a facility to import media, be it photographs or videos, into your Lodge Website.
To look at the pictures currently in the library, mouse over Media: and click on “Library”, and a full
list of media content previously loaded will appear:

Clicking on a specific image title will show a larger version of the photograph, and allow you to
enter some supplementary information:
Caption:
Alternative Text:

Description:

When displayed, this text is written underneath the photograph
If the user has images turned off in their browser (eg: for a blind user),
this is the text that will take the place of the image in the display. Note
that search engines rely very heavily on this “alt text” to guess what is
being shown in the photograph, and routinely index based on the words
in this field.
A free text field where you can leave any notes relating to the picture
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Alternatively, you can add any picture currently present on your PC into the Media Library by
clicking on Media: Add New. When you do this, you are presented with a dialogue that looks like
this:
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Simply click on [Select Files], navigate to the source of your picture file(s) and once selected,
click on the [open] button. The files will be loaded into your Media Library, where you can then
view them and annotate each with the respective caption, alternative text and description. Once
in place, you may use these files in the Lodge Site picture gallery, or indeed pull them into any
post or page using the “Insert Media” button in their respective Administration page options.

Adding Pictures to the Lodge Site Gallery 28
There is a special page on the Lodge web site that maintains a mosaicstyle display of
photographs you choose to show there. To do so, go to the Pages: All Pages list, hover your
mouse over the “Gallery” page title, and click on “edit”. You’ll be presented with a fairly stark page
 that has a hidden button! Initially, the page looks like the first screen here. What you do is to
click once on the square in which the camera and photograph reside, and a couple of icons
appear in its top left hand side.
The red circle with the line through it totally deletes all the current picture display  not
recommended! Clicking the other “picture+camera” icon takes you to a lightbox type display:
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You can add new pictures to the Gallery by uploading images or selecting one or more pictures
by clicking them; a tick will appear in each one you select. When happy with the pictures you
want to add, just click the [Add to gallery] button:
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The display is now like a slide lightbox; you can simply drag the pictures around with the mouse
and the other pictures will move out of the way. Clicking a single image will put a [X] icon in it’s
top right side, which if clicked will remove the picture from the current view (it doesn’t remove the
image from the media library; just from this current Gallery display).
Once completed to your satisfaction, click on the [Update gallery] button, then click the [Update]
button on the page display to lock the changes in. At that point, your revised gallery is now part of
your website seen by the outside world.
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Adding Events to your Calendar
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The Calendar page on the website is displayed as a monthly day calendar view. Individual events
already entered are shown in the Events: button as a list, or you add new events using the
Events: Add New: button. You then enter:
Event Title
Event Description
Event Date and Times
Event Location Details
Event Organiser Contact Details
Optional Website link and Event Cost
Clicking on [Publish] will then save that event, which will then be displayed on the calendar
display on the website.
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Updating the “Days until next Meeting” Widget 33
The “Days until next Meeting” displayed on the right hand side of each page is physically
separate from the Calendar options and is maintained manually. To set the next event to be
displayed on the web site, select Appearance: Widgets. You’ll see a box entitled “Milestone: Next
Meeting” on the right hand side.

Click the down arrow next to “Milestone: Next Meeting” and the following options will appear
directly underneath:
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Complete the title of the next meeting ie: “Next Meeting”, the Event name (eg: “First Degree”),
select the settings for month, day, year, hour and minute, and if required, a message that will
appear only when the meeting time has just passed. Click on [Save], and then click on the
Milestone: Next Meeting downarrow again to make the box contract back into place.
The next meeting time, and a countdown in days, then hours, will be displayed on the Lodge
website.

Further Customisation Nuances
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Twitter Update Widget Setup 34
There are some strange nuances where we need to supply details of a “Developer Account” to
Twitter to enable the rotating Twitter feed to work. On occasions, Twitter may request some
complex codes for Developer Keys and Key Secrets after the Rotating Tweet widget is moved,
removed and reinstated by the site administrator. If this ever occurs, please get in touch with
your lodge name/number and we’ll reenter the (very long!) answers to the four developer
key/codes questions cited on your behalf.
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When your lodge site is first setup, we will routinely have already entered these details for you for
any Twitter feed you’ve asked us to display on your site.

Site Title and Subtitle

35

Appearance: Customise: will give you a list of options, the first of which is the ability to change
your site title and tagline. We routinely quote your Lodge Name and Number as the site title, and
use the tagline to specify your town, county and country location. The copyright notices
presented on the web site do use this Title field, and the calendar year of the date the current
page was last edited, to make up the copyright notice on the web site.

Header Image

35

The Appearance: Header Image, if listed, allows you to pick an alternative large image to display
atop of your Lodge website pages. The image should have been previously loaded into your
image library; the system will show you the area to crop your image to the scale used by the web
site, so you can pick the best display.
Updating your Profile (includes changing your password). You may alter your password by
selecting Users: Your Profile on the Admin screen. You may also, at your option, provide a
picture to use, which will show in the Administration title bar next to your name. We currently
don’t use page designs that will use these user images in any posts.

Video Tutorials
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We do have some 37 videos loaded on the www.softwareenabled.com web site which can take
you around the basics of Wordpress and how all the various screens work. Unfortunately, these
are currently done using Flash, which for the most part won’t display on modern phones or
tablets. Hence, for the time being, we have hidden these from view. If you wish to go through
some of these, you can find them in www.softwareenabled.com/videos.

Additional Reading
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There are thousands of books available on Wordpress. The typical “Wordpress for Dummies”
book runs to over 432 pages, which can look very intimidating at first blush. However, it contains
a tremendous amount of information you may consider superfluous to your needs. We’ve used
various Dummies books and more advanced titles under the “Smashing” imprint that tend to be
a bit more concise.
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Most books will reference which version of Wordpress they describe. The current version of
Wordpress used on the Lodges site network is Wordpress 3.7.1 but will normally track up as
new versions are released.

Further Questions and Feedback
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This work by Software Enabled Services Ltd is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
3.0 Unported License. Essentially, any UGLE anointed Lodge may use or repurpose any of the
content for personal or commercial use, in any way the Lodge deems appropriate. This is on the
proviso that the source of the original content gets attributed to Software Enabled Services in
some way, however brief, somewhere in the derivative work.
For full terms, please see: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en_US
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve your Lodge. It is greatly appreciated.
Ian Waring
Director
Software Enabled Services Ltd
36 Limetrees,
Chilton,
Didcot,
Oxon OX11 0HY
United Kingdom
Tel: 03456051755
Email: lodges@softwareenabled.com
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